Get Ready for the New School
Year with New AP Classroom
Features
Dear Joel,
As of July 1, AP® teachers can now create class sections for the 2022-23 school year in
AP Classroom, if they want to start assigning AP resources to their students. They can
also wait for your school’s AP coordinator to do this in the fall.
Additionally, AP Classroom continues to add new features to the tools teachers use most.
Encourage your teachers to sign in to see the latest updates that are available for them to
use now, as they plan for the 2022-23 school year.
Question Bank
• More control when looking for questions. Teachers can now filter more precisely
with the “Include Only” and “Include No Later Than” filter options. For example, they
can use these options to filter for questions tagged to Unit 3, but not also tagged to
Unit 4 or later. They can also use the “Include” filter option to continue getting the
same results that they’ve found with the Question Bank in the past.
• More intuitive process for creating quizzes. Teachers can now:
◦ Name a quiz (or other assignment they create from questions in the Question Bank)
before adding any questions.
◦ Remain on the list of questions to add/remove questions until they’re done creating
their assignment.
◦ Assign and preview a quiz more easily.
• More control when viewing the list of questions. Teachers can now:

◦ Change which tag categories (e.g., stimulus type) show up as columns in the
Question Bank, as well as sort the question list by those columns.
◦ Filter by “question status”—that is, by whether the questions: (1) have been included
in one of their assessments, even if it hasn’t been assigned; (2) have been included in
an assessment they’ve already assigned to their students; or (3) have yet to be added
to an assessment.
Progress Checks
• Progress Checks won’t be assigned in any way until teachers assign them. Like
other assessments, Progress Checks will now initially be in their “Unassigned” page,
under My Assignments. Students won’t see Progress Checks in their Course
Resources section or their assignment lists until teachers assign them.
Encourage your teachers to access the AP Classroom User Guide for Teachers at any
time for the latest walk-throughs and how-to videos, as well as to stay updated on these
new features. They can also contact us using AP Classroom’s Help menu to get additional
support and make suggestions for future AP Classroom enhancements.
Thank you for all you do for your students. Enjoy your summer!
Access AP Classroom

Sincerely,
Advanced Placement Program
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